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PART I – OVERVIEW
1.

The Appellant, Carson Bingley, was tried on an Information alleging one count of operating a
motor vehicle while his ability to do so was impaired by drug, contrary to section 253(1)(a) of the
Criminal Code. He has twice been tried and acquitted of this offence. Both acquittals have been
successfully appealed by the Crown. A third trial of the Appellant is presently pending before the
Ontario Court of Justice, subject to the outcome in this Court.

2.

Being suspected of drug-impaired driving, the Appellant was required to submit to an Evaluation
conducted by Cst. Tommy Jellinek of the Ottawa Police Service, who had been designated an
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“Evaluating Officer” (“DRE”), pursuant to section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code. The Crown
sought to tender opinion evidence from Cst. Jellinek in evidence at the Appellant’s second trial
for the truth of the opinions. The defence opposed its admission.

3.

The sole issue in this appeal is as follows: Which rule of evidence governs the admissibility of
DRE opinion evidence? This Court is presented with three options:
A. The common law expert opinion evidence rule from Mohan (advanced by the Appellant and
accepted by the Trial Judge);
B. Section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code (advanced by the Crown and accepted by the Summary
Conviction Appeal Judge (“SCAJ”) and the Court of Appeal);
C. The common law lay opinion evidence rule from Graat (advanced by the Crown and accepted
by the SCAJ, but not considered by the Court of Appeal).
R. v. Mohan, [1994] S.C.J. No. 36, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 10;
R. v. Graat, [1982] S.C.J. No. 102, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 7.

4.

As the nature of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence was opinion evidence and therefore presumptively
inadmissible, the Trial Judge at the second trial conducted a voir dire pursuant to this Court’s
decision in Mohan to determine whether Cst. Jellinek’s opinions would be admitted as evidence
on the trial proper. This approach is consistent with the rule in Mohan and a large body of case
law developed at the trial level in this country which holds that this is the proper approach where
the Crown seeks to tender DRE opinions in drug-impaired driving cases. On the Mohan voir
dire, the Trial Judge determined that Cst. Jellinek’s evidence was inadmissible. It is respectfully
submitted that the Trial Judge’s approach to the admissibility of the DRE evidence in this case
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was the proper one.
Reasons for Decision on requirement for a Mohan Voir Dire, in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 2, p. 1, l. 1 – p.
12, l. 15, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 1, p. 1-12;
Mohan, supra, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 10;
R. v. Wakewich; R. v. Cruikshank, [2010] O.J. No. 1128 at paras. 9-11 (C.J.), Appellant’s Book of
Authorities, Tab 14;
R. v. Jurcevic, [2010] O.J. No. 5231 (C.J.), Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 8;
R. v. Gardashnik, [2011] O.J. No. 2235 at paras 29-33(C.J.), Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 6;
R. v. Bright, [2011] O.J. No. 2939 at paras 11-14 (C.J.), Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 4;
R. v. Tonelli, [2011] O.J. No. 4942 at paras 23-26 (C.J.), Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 13.

5.

Relying on a different body of case law developed at the trial level in this country that comes to a
contrary conclusion on the admissibility of DRE evidence, the Crown commenced a summary
conviction appeal and argued that the Trial Judge had erred in conducting a Mohan voir dire.
The Crown, and that conflicting body of case law, say that the results of an Evaluation are
admissible statutorily pursuant to section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code. The Summary
Conviction Appeal Judge and the Court of Appeal in this case agreed.
Reasons on Appeal to the Superior Court of Justice at paras. 19 and 22, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 5,
p. 99-101;
Reasons for Judgment of the Court of Appeal for Ontario at paras. 47 and 48, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I,
Tab 6, p. 120-121.

6.

The Crown also argued, in the alternative, that the opinions of a DRE are “lay” opinions and
admissible without a voir dire pursuant to this Court’s decision in Graat. This argument has
received limited judicial consideration outside of the trial and summary conviction appeal
decisions in this case. The Trial Judge rejected the Crown’s Graat argument, the SCAJ accepted
it, and the Court of Appeal determined that it did not need to consider it.
Graat, supra, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 7;
Reasons for Decision admissibility of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 3, p. 17, l. 25 –
p. 19, l. 9, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 2, p. 34-36;
Reasons for Decision admissibility of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence in Proceedings at Trial, dated March 22,
2013, p. 50, l. 7-30, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 3, p. 50;
Reasons on Appeal to the Superior Court of Justice at paras. 21-22, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 5, p.
100-101;
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 57, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 6, p.
124.
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Summary of Facts
7.

On May 7, 2009, Cst. Jennifer Tennant of the Ottawa Police Service was dispatched on a call
concerning a potential impaired driver. As a result of her investigation she determined that the
Appellant was the driver of the vehicle in question. As a result of her interactions with the
Appellant, she determined that she had grounds to make a Standard Field Sobriety Test demand
pursuant to section 254(2)(a) of the Criminal Code.
Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 1, p. 19, l. 10-12; p. 21, l. 28 – p. 28, l. 12,
Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 14, p. 45, 47-54.

8.

Cst. Tommy Jellinek, qualified as an “evaluating officer” (hereinafter “DRE”) pursuant to the
Criminal Code, attended for purposes of conducting the physical co-ordination tests permitted by
section 254(2)(a) of the Criminal Code. As a result of those tests, the Appellant was arrested for
operation of a motor vehicle while his ability to do so was impaired by drug. A demand to
submit to an evaluation pursuant to section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code was made by Cst.
Tennant.
Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 1, p. 70, l. 10-12; Vol. 3, p. 25, l. 8-9; p. 31, l. 3-8,
Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 15, p. 90; Vol. III, Tab 17, p. 5, 11.

9.

An evaluation of the Appellant was conducted by Cst. Jellinek pursuant to section 254(3.1) of the
Criminal Code. A demand for a urine sample was made pursuant to section 254(3.4) of the
Criminal Code and a urine sample was provided by the Appellant. As a result of this
investigation, the charge before the Court was laid.
Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 3, p. 34, l. 31 – p. 35, l. 4; p. 43, l. 11 – p. 44, l. 4,
Appellant’s Record, Vol. III., Tab 17, p. 14-15, 23-24.

10. At the Appellant’s second trial, the Crown sought to tender opinion evidence from Cst. Jellinek
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that the Appellant’s ability to operate a motor vehicle was impaired by drug. The Appellant
objected on the basis that the Crown was seeking to tender opinion evidence that was
presumptively inadmissible. The Trial Judge accepted this argument and ruled, pursuant to the
well-known common law rule on expert opinion evidence, that a Mohan voir dire would need to
be held if the Crown sought to admit Cst. Jellinek’s opinion evidence. A Mohan voir dire was
then conducted as to the admissibility of Cst. Jellinek’s opinion evidence. The Crown sought
admission of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence on the basis that it met the Mohan test for the admissibility
of expert evidence.
R. v. Mohan, supra, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 10.

11. Cst. Jellinek testified for the Crown on the voir dire to determine the admissibility of his
evidence as “expert evidence” on the issue of impairment by drug. On cross-examination
regarding the proposed area of expertise, Cst. Jellinek conceded the following:
a) The DRE training that he received is based on science from the fields of
toxicology and pharmacology that he himself is not trained in (Evidence of
Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 2, p. 41-42, Appellant’s Record, Vol.
II, Tab 16, p. 131-132);

b) The DRE program is only as good as the science that is at its foundation
(Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 43, Appellant’s
Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 133);

c) Cst. Jellinek himself was not in a position to address the scientific foundation
for the DRE program (Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2,
p.43-44, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 133-134);
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d) Questions regarding the reliability of the science which underpins his
opinions would have to be directed at experts in those fields, for example
those at the Centre of Forensic Sciences (Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in
Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 2, p. 42-43, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p.
132-133);

e) Although the DRE program was “standardized” across North America and
Europe, two of the tests in the 12 step procedure were not scientifically
validated - the Romberg and finger-to-nose tests (Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in
Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 44-45, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 134135);

f) The drug recognition evaluations he conducts include an evaluation technique
that does not appear in the Regulations – observations for eye tremors
(Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 46-48, Appellant’s
Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 136-138);

g) There is no standardized scoring system for the evaluator to use in conducting
the 12-step evaluation that comprises the drug recognition evaluation
(Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 48-50, Appellant’s
Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 138-140);

h) There is no weighting mechanism among the various tests and observations
relied upon in the 12-step drug recognition evaluation (Evidence of Cst.
Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 51-52, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab
16, p. 141-142);

i) The overall evaluation relies on “cues” from non-scientifically validated tests
and “clues” from scientifically validated tests, but nothing tells the evaluator
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how much weight to attribute to one as opposed to the other (Evidence of Cst.
Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 53-54, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab
16, p. 143-144);

j) Self-reporting of drug use, which may or may not be true, is nonetheless
relied upon by the evaluator in arriving at an ultimate conclusion in the drug
recognition evaluation (Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2,
p 66-67, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 156-157);

k) The conclusions drawn by the drug recognition evaluator are therefore
entirely subjective (Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p
59-60, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 149-150);
l)

Though he characterized it as doubtful, Cst. Jellinek conceded that it was
possible that another drug recognition evaluator conducting the same
evaluation could arrive at a different conclusion (Evidence of Cst. Jellinek in
Proceedings at Trial, Vol.2, p 60, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 16, p. 150).

12. Although Cst. Jellinek deferred to the experts at the Centre of Forensic Sciences to speak to the
scientific underpinnings of the DRE procedures, the Crown did not call any such evidence on
the voir dire. Dr. Daryl Mayers, a forensic toxicologist from the Centre of Forensic Sciences,
was called as an expert witness in the area of forensic toxicology at the trial proper immediately
following the evidence of Cst. Jellinek and submissions on the Mohan voir dire. No effort was
made by the Crown to call Dr. Mayers or any of his Centre of Forensic Sciences colleagues on
the admissibility voir dire.
Evidence of Daryl Mayers in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 2, p. 77-84, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 18, p.
84-86.
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13. At the conclusion of the voir dire the Trial Judge refused to admit Cst. Jellinek’s opinion
evidence. He held that while Cst. Jellinek was properly qualified to perform the testing that he
did, he did not understand the scientific basis for the tests that he was performing. In the
absence of any evidence as to the scientific basis for these tests and Cst. Jellinek’s
understanding of that science, the proffered expert opinion was not admissible, and Cst. Jellinek
was not an expert qualified to give such an opinion.
Reasons for Decision admissibility of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence in Proceedings at Trial, Vol. 3, p. 1-2,
Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 2, p. 18-19.

14. Cst. Jellinek having not been qualified as an expert, the Crown at trial then raised the issue of
whether Cst. Jellinek’s opinions could be admissible at common law pursuant to the lay opinion
rule set out by this Court in Graat. The Trial Judge refused to admit Cst. Jellinek’s opinions on
this basis, noting in relation to Cst. Jellinek that any opinion to be proffered by him “was not an
opinion that would be based on common experience, but an opinion rather based on procedures
that lacked, in this Court’s view, a scientific basis”. In other words, his proposed opinion was
not a “lay” opinion, so Graat had no application.
Reasons for Decision admissibility of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence in Proceedings at Trial dated March 22,
2013, p. 13, l. 25-30, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 3, p. 50.

15. At the end of the Trial, the Trial Judge acquitted the Appellant. While he was satisfied that the
Appellant’s ability to operate a motor vehicle was impaired, he was not persuaded as to the
cause of the impairment. He noted the expert opinion evidence given by Dr. Mayers, who was
qualified as a forensic toxicologist. Dr. Mayers testified that it was “pretty much impossible”
from the urine sample taken from the Appellant to determine the effects of any drug or drug
metabolite found in the urine. While a blood sample may have assisted him in coming to such a
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determination, no blood sample was taken from the Appellant. Furthermore, when given a
hypothetical fact pattern matching the Appellant’s behavior, drawing on his expertise, Dr.
Mayers was unable to uniquely attribute the behavior to impairment by a drug.
Reasons for Judgment at Trial, p. 23, l. 27-p. 27, l. 2, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 4, p. 81-85.

16. The Crown launched a summary conviction appeal. On that appeal, McLean J. of the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice held that the Trial Judge erred in law in excluding Cst. Jellinek’s
opinion evidence. He ruled that the opinion was admissible pursuant to the Criminal Code
without the need to hold a Mohan voir dire and that, in the alternative, it was admissible as lay
opinion pursuant to Graat.
Reasons on Appeal to the Superior Court of Justice at paras. 19 and 22, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab
5, p. 99-101.

17. The Ontario Court of Appeal is the first provincial appellate court to directly address the
admissibility of DRE evidence. As noted by the Ontario Court of Appeal, the Nova Scotia
Court of Appeal has peripherally addressed the issue in dealing with an unrelated matter, and
its comments can be interpreted as coming to the opposite conclusion to that reached by the
Ontario Court of Appeal in this case.
R. v. Fogarty, 2015 NSCA 6 at paras. 47-48, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 5.

18. In this case, the Court of Appeal determined that, on a reading of the statutory scheme set out in
s. 254(3.1) and the associated regulations, “[I]t is implicit that the DRE opinion evidence as to
impairment is admissible at trial without the need for a Mohan voir dire, and that the court may
consider that opinion evidence when determining whether the offence has been made out”.
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According to the Court of Appeal, this conclusion “flows from the wording of s. 254(3.1) and is
harmonious with the object and scheme of the legislative provisions and Parliament's intention”.
The Appellant challenges this characterization of the statutory regime enacted by Parliament, and
the ultimate conclusions arrived at by the Ontario Court of Appeal.
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at paras. 47-48, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 6,
p. 120-121.

PART II – QUESTIONS IN ISSUE
19. Leave to appeal has been granted for this Court to consider the following two issues:

A.

Are the opinions formed by a DRE conducting an Evaluation of a suspected drugimpaired driver pursuant to section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code, admissible in
evidence by virtue of section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code without first conducting
a Mohan voir dire?

B.

Are the opinions formed by a DRE conducting an Evaluation of a suspected drugimpaired driver pursuant to section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code “lay” opinions as
contemplated by this Court in Graat and, therefore, admissible in evidence without
the need to conduct a voir dire?
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PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT
Introduction
20. The resolution of these two closely-related questions calls for the application of a number of
basic legal and evidentiary principles. At the forefront is the fundamental rule of evidence that
opinion evidence is presumptively inadmissible. The evidence sought to be tendered from Cst.
Jellinek was clearly opinion evidence. Therefore, in order for Cst. Jellinek’s evidence to be
admissible, it was necessary for the Crown to satisfy the Court that the evidence fell within a
rule of evidence that would justify its admission.
R. v. Abbey, [2009] O.J. No. 3534 at para. 71 (C.A.), Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 3.

21. The Summary Conviction Appeal Judge (SCAJ) identified two potential rules that he said
justified the admission of this opinion evidence, section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code and the
Graat lay opinion rule. The Ontario Court of Appeal affirmed section 254(3.1) as a route to
admissibility and did not address the Graat rule. It is submitted that neither of these were
permissible bases for the admission of this opinion evidence and the courts below thereby fell
into legal error. These submissions will address the questions raised in turn as follows:
A.

The Criminal Code provides no basis for the automatic admissibility at trial of a
DRE’s opinion as to impairment by drug without a Mohan voir dire;

B.

A DRE’s opinion as to impairment by drug is not “lay” opinion evidence, and
therefore not admissible at trial pursuant to Graat;

Graat, supra, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 7;
Reasons on Appeal to the Superior Court of Justice at paras. 19 and 22, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab
5, p. 99-101;
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at paras. 44-48, 57, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I,
Tab 6, p. 119-121, 124.
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A. The Criminal Code does not provide for the automatic admissibility of the DRE`s opinion
i) Overview of the Appellant`s Position
22. At paragraph 36 of the Court of Appeal decision in this case, the Court says the following:
The appellant acknowledges that s. 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code empowers the DRE to
conduct an evaluation but submits that the sole purpose of the evaluation is to serve as a
precondition to the making of a demand for a bodily fluid sample under s. 254(3.4).
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 36, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 6,
p. 116.

23. With respect, this was not the Appellant’s argument before the Court of Appeal, either in the
written materials filed with the Court, or in oral argument. Rather, the Respondent in its factum
at the Ontario Court of Appeal re-framed the Appellant’s argument in this manner, and the
Court of Appeal adopted that re-framing. It has never been disputed by the Appellant that one
of the purposes of an Evaluation under s. 254(3.1) is for a DRE to form an opinion as to
impairment by drug that could be admitted as substantive evidence at trial. However, the fact
that the evaluation procedure conducted in s. 254(3.1) allows the DRE to form an opinion as to
impairment, does not mean that the opinion is automatically admissible in evidence at the trial
of the accused motorist.
Appellant’s Factum from Court of Appeal for Ontario at paras. 17-21, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 9,
p. 8-10;
Respondent’s Factum from Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 23, Appellant’s Record, Vol. II, Tab 10,
p. 12.

24. The issue litigated at trial, on summary conviction appeal, and again raised by the Appellant
before the Ontario Court of Appeal, is whether section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code overtakes
the common law as laid out by this Court in Mohan and strips trial judges in this country of their
power and duty to perform a gatekeeper function before expert opinion evidence is admitted into
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evidence before a trier of fact. Does section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code mandate that a trial
judge must receive the opinion evidence of a DRE without first determining its admissibility
under the common law rule in Mohan? The Appellant’s submission is that it does not, neither
explicitly in the wording of the statute, nor by necessary implication.

ii) The Purpose of Section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code
25. Section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code does not directly address the admissibility of the DRE’s
opinion for the truth of the opinion. Rather, the provision introduces police powers that did not
exist at law prior to this legislation. Significantly, section 254(3.1), in conjunction with section
254(5), provides a DRE with the power to compel a subject to do something that he or she could
not otherwise have been compelled to do prior to the enactment of this legislation. It prescribes
that a specific person in authority, with a specific designation, can demand the performance of
specific tests over threat of criminal sanction for failing to comply. It gives the DRE a legal
basis for the continued detention of the subject for purpose compelling these tests, justifying
what would otherwise be an arbitrary detention.
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, ss. 254(3.1), 254(5).

26. Indeed, the compelled participation of a subject in an Evaluation by a DRE is a form of search.
It is perhaps the most fundamental principle of search and seizure law that all searches and
seizures are unreasonable unless they are authorized by law. Absent section 254(3.1), an
Evaluation by a DRE would not be a search authorized by law (absent a valid and enforceable
informed consent) and would violate section 8 of the Charter.
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27. Lastly, section 254(3.1) activates a process through which the DRE and/or arresting officer are
provided with the necessary grounds to lay a charge of drug impaired driving. Section 254(3.1)
provides a mechanism by which the DRE can compel an evaluation of the motorist by the DRE,
the results of which may permit the officer to formulate an opinion (“determine”) that the
motorist is impaired by drug and lay a criminal charge of drug impaired driving.

28. In the Appellant’s submission, the purpose of section 254(3.1), considered as part of the overall
DRE scheme, is to provide the police with investigative tools and powers that would otherwise
be unlawful. The results of the evaluation done pursuant to this provision may provide grounds
for further investigative steps (ie. the taking of a bodily sample under s. 254(3.4)), and may also
provide the basis for a charge of drug impaired driving if the determination is one of impairment
by drug of the ability to drive. Section 254(3.1) says absolutely nothing about the subsequent
admissibility in court of any opinion obtained as a result of any Evaluation. None of the
language used in the provision or the associated Regulations indicates any clear intention to
override the common law presumption against the admissibility of opinion evidence.
R. v. Wakewich; R. v. Cruikshank, supra at paras. 9-11, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 14.

29. In order for a statutory provision to override the common law, the statutory provision must be
clear and unambiguous. As this Court has held, “a Legislature is not presumed to depart from
the general system of the law without expressing its intentions to do so with irresistible
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clearness, failing which the law remains undisturbed”.
Parry Sound (District) Social Services Administration Board v. Ontario Public Service
Employees Union, Local 324 (O.P.S.E.U.), [2003] S.C.J. No. 42 at para. 39, Appellant’s Book of
Authorities, Tab 1;
Bright, supra at para. 14, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 4.

iii) Interpretation of Section 254(3.1) by the SCAJ and the Court of Appeal
30. The SCAJ and the Court of Appeal erred in law by implicitly treating section 254(3.1) of the
Criminal Code as a rule of evidence justifying the admissibility of the opinion evidence of a
DRE.

31. On summary conviction appeal, McLean J. held that section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code was
authority justifying the admissibility of Cst. Jellinek’s evidence. He did so on the basis that: (1)
by enacting section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code and associated regulations, Parliament has
determined that there is a scientific basis for the tests performed by Cst. Jellinek and (2) the use
of the word “determine” in section 254(3.1) means that these tests are to be used to determine
impairment in the same way that the word “determine” is used in section 254(3), where the
Qualified Technician is permitted to use breath samples to “determine” blood alcohol
concentration, and the results of the analysis of a breath sample are admissible in evidence.
Reasons on Appeal to the Superior Court of Justice at paras. 14-20, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 5, p.
98-100.

32. The Court of Appeal determined that, taken together, section 254(3.1) and the associated
Regulations made it “implicit” that the DRE’s opinion evidence was admissible without a voir
dire. The Court’s reasons establish that the Evaluation conducted by the DRE is meant to
generate evidence, including the DRE’s opinion as to impairment by drug, that the Crown can
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resort to as proof of impairment. The Appellant agrees that this is one of the objectives of the
Evaluation process. Whether this means that the DRE’s ultimate conclusion as to impairment is
automatically admissible at trial is however an entirely different question.
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 47, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 6, p.
120.

33. To the extent that the Ontario Court of Appeal deals at all with the purpose of section 254(3.1),
it is limited to paragraphs 47 and 48 of its decision. The balance of its analysis is dedicated to
the purpose of an Evaluation. The crux of the Court of Appeal’s conclusion are found at
paragraph 47 its decision where the Court holds:
By requiring the DRE “to determine” whether the driver is drug-impaired, s. 254(3.1) requires the
DRE to reach a conclusion – that is, to form an opinion – as to impairment. It is implicit that the
DRE opinion evidence as to impairment is admissible without the need for a Mohan voir dire, and
that the court may consider that opinion evidence when determining whether the offence has been
made out. No further statutory provision is required for the DRE opinion evidence to be admitted.
This conclusion flows from the wording of s. 254(3.1) and is harmonious with the object and
scheme of the legislative provisions and Parliament’s intention.
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 47, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I,
Tab 6, p. 120.

34. At paragraph 48 of its decision, the Court of Appeal describes the regulatory regime for
Evaluations and concludes that “[b]y creating this detailed regulatory regime, Parliament has
shown that it is satisfied of the science underlying the drug evaluations”. Beyond offering this
conclusion, no analysis is undertaken as to why this necessarily means that Parliament has
intended to oust a trial judge’s gatekeeper function to admit the evidence at trial.
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 47, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I,
Tab 6, p. 120-121.
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35. The Court of Appeal here concludes, without analysis, that it is implicit that DRE opinion
evidence is admissible without the need for a Mohan voir dire. In the Appellant’s submission, if
Parliament intended to usurp the well-established common law rule governing the admission of
expert evidence in DRE matters, it would have done so in clear and unambiguous terms. This
Court has held that "[i]n the absence of a clear provision to the contrary, the legislator should
not be assumed to have intended to alter the pre-existing ordinary rules of common law". There
is nothing in section 254(3.1) or elsewhere in the Criminal Code which indicates a clear
intention to override the common law rule that opinion evidence is presumptively inadmissible.
As such, it must be taken that Parliament did not intend to modify the Mohan rule for opinion
evidence in the case of DRE opinions.
Parry Sound, supra at para. 39, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 1;
Bright, supra at para. 14, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 4.

iv) Legislative Intent
36. To the extent there is any ambiguity as to the intent of section 254(3.1) and the overall DRE
legislative scheme, a review of the Senate Committee proceedings on the implementation of Bill
C-2, which added section 254(3.1) to the Criminal Code, is useful. These proceedings provide
no support to the theory that section 254(3.1) was intended to render a DRE’s opinion
automatically admissible in evidence. Rather, they confirm that the purpose of the DRE scheme
was simply to render the Evaluation compulsory and permit criminal sanctions for refusing to
participate.
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37. This is perhaps best illustrated in the testimony of Mr. Greg Yost, counsel in the Criminal Law
Policy Section of the Department of Justice in presenting Bill C-2 to the Standing Senate
Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs:
We have the Drug Recognition Expert Program in Canada and it has been accepted in the courts.
The International Association of Chiefs of Police currently runs it. They have a committee of
medical experts that advises them on what should be looked for and what the training should be.
Our problem is that as the legislation exists today it is silent and there is no way to compel a
person who is believed, on reasonable grounds, to be drug impaired to go through these tests in
order that the drug recognition expert can make a call on what kind of drug is causing the
impairment. There is then a toxicological test that will confirm or disprove the suspicion of the
drug recognition expert.
The main change in the legislation is that when people are asked by a police officer to go to the
station to be looked at by an expert to determine whether they are using drugs, they will no longer
be able to refuse, as they can now.
Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, February 6,
2008 at p. 6-32, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 2.

38. The purpose of the new statutory regime was further articulated by Catherine Kane, Acting
Senior General Counsel, Criminal Law Policy Section. After observing that the main thrust
of the legislation was to permit the police to have the tools they need to better detect drugimpaired driving, Ms. Kane said the following:
If you are stopped for a reason other than being suspected of impaired driving, the police officer
will still have to observe — after he asks you some basic questions about why your car went off
the road — some evidence of impairment that gives him a suspicion to make the next demand that
you do the roadside sobriety tests. It will not be a random request for you to undergo the tests; he
will have to have that suspicion before he proceeds to the next level.
If you go through these roadside field sobriety tests and there is further belief on the part of the
police officer that you are impaired, but you do an alcohol screening device and it does not
indicate you are impaired by alcohol, that leads to the notion you may be impaired by a drug.
Then you are off to the next step for the drug recognition expert, who will administer a battery of
tests and will even come to a conclusion as to the type of drug causing the impairment.
The training that is done for these officers has been evaluated. It has shown that, once trained,
they are very precise in determining if you have consumed a barbiturate, narcotic and so on. The
sample that is then demanded as the last step confirms what drug you have in your system.
That leads you to the charge of impaired by drug or impaired driving.
Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, February 6,
2008 at p. 6-35, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 2.
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39. In other words, Parliament simply intended to provide a statutory framework that allowed such
testing procedures to take place, and a DRE to come to a conclusion following those tests that
would provide sufficient grounds to lay a charge. Without the detailed legislative and regulatory
scheme enacted by Parliament, an Evaluation would not be authorized by law, and there would
be no lawful authority to detain a motorist to perform an Evaluation. Parliament did not purport
to go further and render the DRE’s opinion automatically admissible into evidence.

40. In the Appellant’s submission, if Parliament intended to usurp the well-established common law
rule governing the admission of expert evidence in DRE matters, it would have done so in clear
and unambiguous terms. Parliament did not do so, and as such it must be taken that Parliament
did not intend to modify the Mohan rule for opinion evidence in the case of DRE opinions.
Rather, Parliament simply intended to provide a statutory framework that allowed such testing
procedures to take place.

41. While Parliament has decided that the prescribed tests have a sufficient basis to compel a
subject’s participation in them under threat of criminal sanction and a person designated as a
DRE is sufficiently qualified for purposes of performing the tests, Parliament has given no
direction to the courts as to what to do when there is an attempt to tender this sort of evidence in
court. There is nothing inconsistent about Parliament determining that this type of testing by a
DRE is permissible and sufficient to ground a demand for oral fluid, urine, or blood, and leaving
it to the courts to make an independent assessment on a case-by-case basis as to whether the
testing undertaken by a particular DRE in a particular case meets the legal requirements to
justify its admission as opinion evidence in a criminal trial. Whatever section 254(3.1) speaks
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to in terms of Parliament’s underlying views as to the science of an Evaluation, it says nothing
that makes opinions formed as a result of an Evaluation automatically admissible in court.

42. This interpretation of section 254(3.1) was accepted by Di Giuseppe J. in Wakewich in the
following terms:
The Crown seeks to tender the DRE as an expert witness, but submits that the legislative scheme
in place eliminates the need to qualify the DRE as an expert. While Parliament has determined
that opinion evidence of an evaluating officer is relevant and necessary to establish the grounds
for a demand under s. 254(3.4) of the Criminal Code and the laying of a charge under s. 253(1)(a)
of the Criminal Code, that officer must none the less be qualified as having acquired special or
peculiar knowledge through training, study or experience…..
......References in s. 254 of the Criminal Code to evaluating officers and evaluations permit the
officers to conduct an evaluation and make a demand upon a person to provide a sample of bodily
substance. There is nothing in the Criminal Code that elevates their evidence to that of an expert.
In fact, absent a finding by a Court, they cannot give expert evidence on the issue of impairment
by drugs. The fact that these evaluating officers and the evaluation tests and procedure are
designated by regulation, does not exempt them from Mohan scrutiny. (Emphasis added)
R. v. Wakewich; R. v. Cruikshank, supra at paras. 9-11, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 14.

43. A number of other trial courts in this country have come to the same conclusion.
R. v. Jurcevic, supra, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 8;
R. v. Gardashnik, supra at paras 29-33, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 6;
R. v. Bright, supra at paras 11-14, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 4;
R. v. Tonelli, supra at paras 23-26, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 13.

v) Consideration of Related Provisions

Section 254(3)
44. The SCAJ and the Court of Appeal place substantial reliance on the use of the word “determine”
in section 254(3.1) as justifying the admissibility of a DRE’s opinion evidence. It is submitted
that this reliance is misplaced. Taking the courts’ reasoning at its highest, if the use of the word
“determine” permits a DRE to come to a conclusion as to whether or not a subject’s ability to
operate a motor vehicle is impaired by drug, the fact that the DRE is permitted to come to such a
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conclusion says nothing about the admissibility of that conclusion as evidence in court. The
provision empowers the officer to engage the motorist in mandatory testing that may permit the
officer to conclude (or opine, or “determine”) that the motorist’s ability to operate a motor
vehicle is impaired by drug. This provides the basis to lay a consequent charge of impaired
driving by drug. The wording of section 254(3.1) does not go any further than this.

45. The SCAJ attempted to draw a parallel between breath sample evidence obtained using an
approved instrument and the observations made by a DRE during an Evaluation. He noted that
section 254(3), which permits the taking of breath samples by a qualified technician, and section
254(3.1), which permits the performance of an Evaluation by a DRE, both use the word
“determine”. This parallel however provides no support for the notion that Parliament intended
to make opinion evidence from a DRE automatically admissible as a matter of law.

46. If one compares section 254(3) and section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code, neither section of the
Criminal Code addresses admissibility of evidence. Since section 254(3) doesn’t address the
admissibility of breath samples, the fact it uses the word “determine” does not support the
notion that the use of the word “determine” in section 254(3.1) has anything to do with
admissibility at all.

47. Notably, in the case of a breath sample obtained pursuant to section 254(3) of the Criminal
Code, the results of the analysis of such breath samples are quantitative results, not opinions,
therefore they would not be caught by the Mohan rule in any event. The admissibility of the
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results of testing undertaken pursuant to section 254(3) of the Criminal Code is governed by a
common law rule and not section 254(3) of the Criminal Code. It has long been held that
measurements made by a scientific instrument or device, of which Approved Instruments for
evidentiary breath testing are an example, are admissible pursuant to the common law rules of
evidence.
R. v. McCarthy, 2013 ONSC 599 at para. 22, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 9.

Section 254(2)(a)
48. At paragraphs 39 through 42 of its decision, the Court of Appeal notes the “stark contrast”
between the language used in section 254(3.1), and that used in section 254(2)(a) of the
Criminal Code to authorize roadside physical co-ordination tests for screening purposes. The
Court of Appeal relies on the different wording of the provisions as support for the notion that
the DRE’s opinion is meant to be automatically admissible in court.
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at paras. 39-42, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 6,
p. 117-118.

49. Such a comparison, however, is of limited utility, given the different purposes of each
procedure. There is an important distinction between the purpose of a particular type of test,
and the purpose of the underlying legislation that permits the testing.

50. In the Charter era, police cannot lawfully conduct roadside physical co-ordination tests or DRE
testing unless such testing is authorized by law, or lawfully detain a subject to conduct such
testing. As neither type of testing is authorized at common law, section 254(2)(a) is required in
order to authorize roadside physical co-ordination testing, and section 254(3.1) is required in
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order to authorize DRE testing. Both provisions are required to provide a lawful basis for the
continued detention of the motorist.

51. While there are similar reasons why sections 254(2)(a) and 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code are
necessary, the purpose of the two underlying types of testing differ. It is clear that screening
tests, such as physical co-ordination tests, undertaken at a time when Charter rights are
suspended, could never be undertaken for the purpose of being used as substantive evidence in
court. This Court confirmed as much in Orbanski. As such, it is understandable why
Parliament would use language in section 254(2)(a) that strictly links and limits the purpose of
the test to determining whether a further investigative step is appropriate.
R. v. Orbanski; R. v. Elias, [2005] S.C.J. No. 37 at para. 58, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 11.

52. Conversely, there is no issue that DRE testing under section 254(3.1) can serve two purposes.
Much like physical co-ordination tests, DRE testing can serve as a precondition of a further
investigative step, being the seizure of a blood or urine sample pursuant to section 254(3.4).
Additionally, however, there is the potential for the admission of the DRE’s opinion on the trial
proper.

53. Given that DRE testing is not limited to solely a screening function, it is understandable that
Parliament would employ different language in section 254(3.1) than that used in section
254(2)(a) in limiting the purpose of DRE testing to a screening purpose.
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54. As a result, no further inference can be drawn from the different wording of the two provisions.
Roadside physical co-ordination testing serves one purpose. DRE testing serves two. Just
because DRE testing serves a second purpose which requires that different wording be used in
section 254(3.1) from section 254(2)(a), it doesn’t follow that section 254(3.1) was directed at a
different purpose from section 254(2)(a). Nor does it follow that allowing for the possibility
that DRE opinions could be used in evidence indicates that Parliament intended that section
254(3.1) would operate as a rule of evidence overruling the common law Mohan rule. If that
had been the intent, Parliament easily could have and would have said so explicitly.

Section 258
55. With respect to breath samples, there are specific evidentiary provisions contained in the
Criminal Code that address the admissibility of the analysis of breath samples as evidence.
Section 258(1)(c) of the Criminal Code explicitly renders the analysis of a breath sample
obtained pursuant to section 254(3) admissible as “conclusive proof” of the blood alcohol
concentration of the subject both at the time of the analysis and at the time of the alleged
offence. Section 258(1)(g) goes even a step further making the result of the analysis undertaken
pursuant to section 254(3) admissible in evidence without even needing to call a witness.

56. It is the evidentiary provisions found in section 258 of the Criminal Code as well as a common
law rule of evidence which render the analysis of breath samples, collected pursuant to section
254(3), admissible in evidence. There is nothing in section 254(3) that makes the results of any
such analysis admissible. The fact that the word “determine” is used in section 254(3) is
irrelevant to the admissibility of the analysis. This is consistent with the structure of this portion
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of the Criminal Code. If one looks at the provisions of section 254 of the Criminal Code, these
are predominantly provisions dealing with police powers that can be exercised in substanceimpaired driving investigations. If one looks at the provisions of section 258 of the Criminal
Code, these are predominantly provisions dealing with evidentiary rules that apply in substanceimpaired driving investigations.
McCarthy, supra at para. 22, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 9.

57. The significance of section 258 in the analysis was noted by Devlin J. in Bright:

Under Section 258 of the Criminal Code, there is no statutory provision for the admissibility of
the Evaluating Officer's opinion regarding impairment. In the absence of clear statutory
direction, the Evaluating Officer's opinion evidence is governed by the common law rules of
evidence as modified by case law. This is not changed by virtue of the Regulations defining an
Evaluating Officer as a 'Drug Recognition Expert'. (Emphasis added)
Bright, supra at para. 14, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 4.

58. Significantly, there is no parallel provision to section 258(1)(c) or section 258(1)(g) when it
comes to a DRE’s opinion formed as a result of an Evaluation undertaken pursuant to section
254(3.1). Section 254(3) authorizes the taking and analysis of breath samples and the common
law and section 258(1)(c) and 258(1)(g) authorize the admissibility of that analysis in evidence.
Section 254(3.1), which is relied upon by the Crown and the courts below as authority for the
automatic admissibility of DRE opinion evidence, is found in section 254 of the Criminal Code,
whereas there are no provisions pertaining to DRE evidence in section 258 of the Criminal
Code.

59. This further supports the interpretation that Parliament did not intend to render DRE opinion
evidence automatically admissible by virtue of section 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code. As such,
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in order for a DRE’s opinion to be admissible in evidence, it is necessary for the Crown to resort
to a rule of evidence outside of the Criminal Code to overcome the presumptive inadmissibility
of this opinion evidence. The SCAJ and the Court of Appeal erred in law in holding that the
Criminal Code afforded a statutory basis for the admissibility of this opinion evidence.

B. This is not “Lay” Opinion, therefore Inadmissible Pursuant to Graat

60. The Ontario Court of Appeal did not address this issue, as it found it unnecessary to do so, but if
this Court were to accept the Appellant’s argument that section 254(3.1) does not govern the
admissibility of DRE opinions, it will be necessary to also determine this issue.
Reasons for Judgment of Court of Appeal for Ontario at para. 57, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 6, p.
124.

61. In the case at bar, the SCAJ held that Cst. Jellinek ought to have been permitted to give his “‘lay
opinion’ as to the condition of the accused” as it fit within the rule laid out by the Supreme
Court of Canada in Graat. In Graat it was held that witnesses, including police officers, may
offer an opinion as to whether a person is intoxicated or impaired by alcohol without being
qualified to do so. It is submitted that the opinion evidence sought to be proffered by Cst.
Jellinek was not a “lay” opinion, and therefore Graat does not apply.
Graat, supra, Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 7.

62. For Cst. Jellinek to provide a “lay” opinion of impairment by drug, would have allowed the
Crown to perform a complete end run around the Trial Judge’s earlier ruling on the voir dire.
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Having determined that the proposed evidence of Cst. Jellinek did not meet the pre-conditions
of admissibility as expert evidence, the Crown could not then try to introduce Cst. Jellinek’s
opinion that the Appellant was impaired by drug on the grounds that he was in the same position
as a lay witness speaking to their overall impression of a person’s sobriety on the basis of the
whole of their observations.

63. In Polturak, the arresting officers had witnessed the appellant’s driving pattern before his arrest
as well as his demeanour immediately following arrest, and could measure these observations
against their everyday experiences with driving patterns and signs of alcohol impairment in
order to offer an opinion on impairment.
R. v. Polturak, 1988 Carswell Alta 145 (C.A.), Appellant’s Book of Authorities, Tab 12 .

64. Unlike the situation in Polturak, however, Cst. Jellinek’s involvement in this case was after-thefact and for a very specific purpose – to apply the screening function mandated in the Standard
Field Sobriety Test under s. 254(2) and to perform the Drug Recognition Evaluation under s.
254(3.1). He was called in for his “expertise” to conduct an assessment of the Appellant to
determine whether he was impaired by a drug. He put the Appellant through a battery of tests
that were meant to ascertain impairment by drug, both at the roadside and back at the police
station. It would have been impossible for the officer to provide an objective overall opinion
regarding impairment without relying on the testing procedures (and results thereof) that he
employed throughout the entirety of his interactions with the Appellant – and which had already
been ruled inadmissible on the Mohan voir dire.
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65. It is submitted that in classifying the opinion evidence of a proposed witness, “lay” opinion and
“expert” opinion are two mutually exclusive labels to attach to a witness’s evidence. Put
another way, if proposed opinion evidence is tendered as “expert” opinion evidence pursuant to
Mohan and found inadmissible, it cannot suddenly become “lay” opinion evidence that could be
admissible pursuant to Graat. It is one or the other, not both. If a lay person is apt to form a
correct opinion in relation to particular subject matter, then expert opinion on that same subject
matter is unnecessary and therefore inadmissible. If a lay person is not apt to form a correct
opinion in relation to a particular subject matter, then that opinion becomes the realm of expert
evidence and, subject to further rules of admissibility, the witness purporting to give the opinion
must be shown to have sufficient specialized training, knowledge, and experience to be able to
give the opinion before it is admissible. If a witness is not so qualified to give the opinion it is
inadmissible. If any witness who was called to testify because of his or her expertise in a
particular area could simply give that same opinion as a lay opinion, the Mohan rule for the
admissibility of expert evidence would be eviscerated.

66. Clearly, if Cst. Jellinek was permitted to give an opinion on whether the Appellant’s ability to
operate a motor vehicle was impaired by drug, he was going to rely substantially, if not
exclusively, on opinions formed as a result of his Evaluation conducted pursuant to section
254(3.1) of the Criminal Code. The Trial Judge not having accepted the valid scientific basis for
the testing on the Evaluation to yield a reliable opinion as to impairment by drug, nor that Cst.
Jellinek had sufficient understanding of the underlying basis of the testing he was doing to give
a reliable opinion as to the inference to be drawn from the testing, he could then not turn around
and permit Cst. Jellinek to give that very same opinion as a lay witness. One could unlikely put
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it any better than that Trial Judge, who stated: “His was not an opinion based on common
experience but rather one based on procedures that lack a scientific basis”.
Reasons for Judgment at Trial, p. 16, l. 29-31, Appellant’s Record, Vol. I, Tab 4, p. 74.

67. As the Trial Judge indicated, there was nothing that stopped Cst. Jellinek from testifying as a
fact witness as to the things he observed, but he was prohibited from giving any opinion as to
the significance of those observations without being qualified to do so. The Trial Judge was
correct in this regard. If admissible, Cst. Jellinek’s opinion evidence was expert-type opinion
evidence that had to be given by someone with specialized training and experience. This is not
the sort of evidence that could be given by a lay witness.

PART IV – SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COSTS

68. In keeping with the convention in criminal matters, the Appellant does not seek costs.

PART V - ORDER SOUGHT
69. The Appellant seeks an Order allowing the Appeal, setting aside the Orders of the Ontario Court
of Appeal, and Summary Conviction Appeal Judge, and re-instating the acquittal ordered by the
Trial Judge; and

70. Such other and further relief as this Honourable Court deems appropriate in the circumstances.
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ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
Date: May 24, 2016
___________________________
Trevor Brown

___________________________
Eric Granger
GREENSPON, BROWN & Associates
Barristers & Solicitors
331 Somerset Street West
Ottawa, ON K2P 0J8
Tel: (613) 288-2890
Fax: (613) 288-2896
Counsel for the Appellant
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(a) while the person's ability to operate the

a) lorsque sa capacitC de conduire ce vChicule, ce bateau, cet aCronef ou ce matCricl

vehicle. vessel, aircraft or railway equipment '
is impaired by alcohol or a drug; or

fcrroviaire est affaiblie par l'cffct de l'alcool
ou d'une drogue;

(b) having consumed alcohol in such a
quantity that the concentration in the per~

b) Jorsqu'il a consomme une quantite d'alcool telle que son alcoolemie dCpasse quatrevingts milligrammes d'alcool par cent millilitres de sang.

son's blood exceeds eighty milligrams of alcohol in one hundred millilitres of blood.
For greater
certainly

(2) For greater certainty, the reference to im~
pairment by alcohol or a drug in paragraph ( 1)
(a) includes impairment by a combination of alcohol and a drug.

(2) 11 est entendu que l'alinca (1 )a) vise notamment te cas oU Ia capacitC de conduire est

P.rlcision

affaiblie par I'cffct combine de I'alcool ct
d'une drogue.

R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 253; R.S., !985, c. 27 (1st Supp.), s.
36, c. 32 (4th Supp.), s. 59; 2008, c. 6, s. t 8.

L.R. (1985), ch. C-46, a<t. 253; L.R. (t 985), ch. 27 (!" suppl.), art. 36, ch. 32 (4' suppl.), at1. 59; 2008, ch. 6, art. t 8.

Definitions

254. (I) In this section and sections 254.1
to 258.1,

Definitions

"analyU"

"analyst" means a person designated by the Attorney General as an analyst for the purposes of
section 258;

254. (1) Les definitions qui suivent s'appliquent au present article et aux articles 254.1
• 258.1.

<<agent 6valuateun> Agent de Ia paix qui possCde les qualites prevues par reglement pour effectuer des evaluations en vertu du paragraphe
(3.1).

«agent
6vaJuatcurll
"evaluating

c<aualyste»

"approvt.d
container"
(<Collftmant
appt'()ftWhl

"approved containern means
(a) in respect of breath samJlles, a container

of a kind that is designed to receive a sample
of the breath of a person for analysis and is
approved as suitable for the purposes of section 258 by order of the Attorney General of
Canada, and
(b) in respect of blood samples, a container
of a kind that is designed to receive a sample
of the blood of a person for analysis and is
approved as suitable for the purposes of section 258 by order of the Attorney General of
Canada;

"approved
inslrumem"
((a/cootest
t1pprouvC1t

"approved
screening
device"
<Wppar~ll dt'!

ddi<ICfiOII

approUYC»

"<:;valull.ting

officer"
«ageut

ll'llluatcuru

"approved instrumentn means an instrument of
a kind that is designed to receive and make an
analysis of a sample of the breath of a person in
order to measure the concentration of alcohol in
the blood of that person and is approved as suitable for the purposes of section 258 by order of
the Attorney General of Canada;

«alcootest approuve>> Instrument d'un type
destine a recueillir un echantillon de l'haleine
d'une personne eta en faire !'analyse en vue de
determiner l'alcoolemie de cette personne et
qui est approuve pour !'application de !'article
258 par un arrete du procurour general du
Canada.

offic~r"

«~t~.lcoot.cst

approuvltl
"approved
im;Jrumenf'

«analyste>> Personne designee comme analyste
pat le procureur general pour I' application de
I' article 258.

«atlalystell
"analyst'

<<appareil de detection approuve>> Instrument
d'un genre convu pour deceler Ia presence d'alcool dans le sang d'une personne et approuve
pour !'application du present article par un arrete du procureur general du Canada.

«appat:cil de
detection
8pJlrouv6n
''approved
.scn:cnlng
device"

<<contenant approuve» Selon le cas:

«cont.cnant
approuv6n

a) contenant d'un type destine arecueillir un
echantillon de l'haleine d'une personne pour
analyse et qui est approuve com me contenant
approprie pour !'application de !'article 258
par un arrete du procureur general du
Canada;

"approved screening device" means a device of
a kind that is designed to ascertain the presence
of alcohol in the blood of a person and that is
approved for the purposes of this section by order ofthe Attorney General of Canada;

b) contenant d'un type destine a recueillir un
Cchantillon de sang d'une personne pour anaM.
lyse et qui est approuve pour !'application de
!'article 258 par un arrete du procureur general du Canada.

"evaluating officer" means a peace officer who
is qualified under the regulations to conduct
evaluations under subsection (3.1);
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"approved
comolt1cr"

Code criminel·-·· 30 omit 2015
"(jualified
medical
pracWiooer"
«mCdedll
qualifie»

".qWllified
tcchnicillll"
-t(fedu#clen

qualijiht

Testing for
pres.ettcc of
alcohol or a drug

"qualified medical practitioner" means a person
duly qualified by provincial law to practise
medicine;

«mCdecin qualifiC» Personne qui a le droit
d'exerccr Ia medecine en vertu des lois de Ia
province.

«qualified technician" means,

«technicien qualifib>
a) Dans le cas d'un echantillon d'haleinc,
toute pcrsonne d6signCe par le procureur ge-

(a) in respect of breath samples, a person

designated by the Attorney General as being
qualified to operate an approved instrument,
and

b) dans le cas d'un cchantillon de sang,
toute personnc designee par le procureur general, ou qui fait partie d 1 une categoric dCsignCe par celui-ci, comme Ctant qualiflCe pour
prelever un echantillon de sang pour !'application du present article et des articles 256 et
258.

(2) !fa peace officer has reasonable grounds
to suspect that a person has alcohol or a drug in
their body and that the person has, within the
preceding three hours, operated a motor vehicle
or vessel, operated or assisted in the operation
of an aircraft or railway equipment or had the

(2) L'agent de Ia paix qui a des motifs raisonnables de soupyonner qu'une pe1~onne a
dans son organismc de l'alcool ou de Ia drogue
et que, dans les trois heures preccdentes, elle a
conduit un vehicule- vehicule a moteur, bateau, aCronef ou materiel ferroviaire- ou en a
eu Ia garde ou le oontrole ou que, s'agissant
d'un aeronef ou de materiel ferroviaire, elle a
aide a le conduire, le vehicule ayant ete en

(a) to perform forthwith physical coordina-

tion tests prescribed by regulation to enable
the peace officer to determine whether a de·
mand may be made under subsection (3) or
(3.1) and, if necessary, to accompany the
peace officer for that purpose; and

Samples of
breath or bl(>{)d

(3) If a peace officer has reasonable grounds
to believe that a person is committing, or at any
time within the preceding three hours has committed, an offence under section 253 as a result
of the consumption of alcohol, the peace officer

teclmldm,''

ContrOle pour

v6aificr Ia
priscnce

d'akooi 01.1 de
dros.ue

mouvement ou non, peut lui ordonner de se

soumettre aux mesures prevues a l'alinea a),
dans le cas ou it soup9onne Ia presence de
drogue, ou aux mesurcs prCvues a l'un ou
!'autre des alineas a) et b), ou aux deux, dans le
cas oil it soup9onne Ia presence d'alcool, et, au
besoin, dele suivre cette fin :

a

a) subir immediatement les epreuves de CO·
ordination des mouvement$ prevues par re~
glement afin que !'agent puisse decider s'il y
a lieu de donner I' ordre prevu aux paragraphes (3) ou (3.1);

(b) to provide forthwith a sample of breath
that, in the peace officer's opinion, will en·
able a proper analysis to be made by means
of an approved screening device and, if necessary, to accompany the peace officer for
that purpose.

(2.1) For greater certainty, a peace officer
may make a video recording of a performance
of the physical coordination tests referred to in
paragraph (2)(a).

~<tcchnicien

qualifiCn
..qu<llifi~d

neral comme Ctant quatifiCe pour manipuler
un alcootest approuvC;

(b) in respect of blood samples, any person
or person of a class of persons designated by
the Attorney General as being qualified to
take samples of blood for the purposes of
this section and sections 256 and 258.

aircraft or railway equipment, whether it was in
motion or not, the peace officer may, by demand, require the person to comply with paragraph (a), in the case of a drug, or with either
or both of paragraphs (a) and (b), in the case of
alcohol:

reoording

'"qualiji.:d

1ncdical
pracfiliomn''

care or control of a motor vehicle, a vessel, an

Vide<~

«midccin
qualifi¢))

b) foumir
immediatenient l'echantillon
d'haleine que celui-ci estime necessaire a Ia
realisation d'une analyse convenable ill'aide
d'un appareil de detection approuve.

(2.1) II est entendu que !'agent de Ia paix
peut proceder a !'enregistrement video des
epreuves de coordination des mouvements ordonnees en vertu de l'alinea (2)a).
(3) L'agent de Ia paix qui a des motifs raisonnables de croire qu 'une personnc est en
train de commettre, ou a commis au cours des
trois heures prCcC:dcntcs, uue infraction pr6vue
a l'atticle 253 par SUite d'abSOI)>tion d'aJCOOJ
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may, by demand made as soon as practica.b1e,
require the person

peut, a condition de le faire dans les meilteurs
d6lais, lui or·donner :
a) de lni loumir dans les meilleurs del a is les
Cchantillons suivants:

(a) to provide, as soon as practicable,

(i) samples of breath that, in a qualified
technician's opinion, will enable a proper
analysjs to be made to determine the concentration, if any, of alcohol in the person's blood, or

Evalllat.ion

Vidoo n::cording

Testing for
pretence of

alcohol

(i) soil les cchantillons d'haleine qui de
l'avis d'un technicien qualifi6 sont nCcessaires a une analyse convenable permettant de d6terminer son alcoo16mie,

(ii) if the peace officer has reasonable
grounds to believe that, because of their
physical condition, the person may be incapable of providing a sample of breath or
it would be impracticable to obtain a sample of breath, samples of blood that, in the
opinion of the qualified medical practitioner or qualified technician taking the
samples, will enable a proper analysis to
be made to determine the concentration, if
any, of alcohol in the person's blood; and

(ii) soil les echantillons de sang qui, de
Pavis du tcchnicien ou du rnidecin qualifies qui effectuent le prCICvement, sont nCccssaires a une analyse convenable permettant de determiner son alcool6mic,
dans le cas oU l'ageni de Ia paix a des motifs raisonnables de croire qu•a cause de
l'etat physique de cette personne elle peut
ctre incapable de fournir un echantillon
d'haleine ou le prelevement d'un tel
echantillon serait difficilement realisable;

(b) if necessary, to accompany the peace officer for that purpose.

b) de le suivre, au besoin, pour que puissent
ctre preleves les echantillons de sang ou
d'haleine.

(3.1) If a peace officer has reasonable
grounds to believe that a person is committing,
or at any time within the preceding three hours
has committed, an offence under paragraph
253(1)(a) as a result of the consumption of a
drug or of a combination of alcohol and a drug,
the peace officer may, by demand made as soon
as practicable, require the person to submit, as
soon as practicable, to an evaluation conducted
by an evaluating officer to determine whether
the person's ability to operate a motor vehicle,
a vessel, an aircraft or railway equipment is impaired by a drug or by a combination of alcohol
and a drug, and to accompany the peace officer
for that purpose.

(3.1) L'agent de Ia paix qui a des motifs raisonnables de croire qu'une personne est en
train de commettre, ou a commis au cours des
trois heures pn\cedentes, une infraction prevue
a l'alinea 253(1)a) par suite de !'absorption
d'une drogue ou d'une combinaison d'alcool et
de drogue peut, i\ condition de le faire dans les
meilleurs d61ais, lui ordonner de se soumettre
dans les meilleurs dt\lais a une evaluation afin
que I' agent evaluateur verifie si sa capacite de
conduire un v6hicule A moteur, un bateau, un
. aeronef ou du materiel ferroviaire est affaiblie
par suite d'une telle absorption, et de le suivre
afin qu'il soit procede acette evaluation.

(3.2) For greater certainty, a peace officer
may make a video recording of an evaluation
referred to in subsection (3.1).

(3.2) 11 est cntendu que !'agent de Ia paix
peut proceder a I' enregistrement video de
!'evaluation visee au paragraphe (3.1).

(3.3) lftbe evaluating officer has reasonable
grounds to suspect that the person has alcohol
in their body and if a demand was not made under paragraph (2)(b) or subsection (3), the evaluating officer may, by demand made as soon as
practicable, require the person to provide, as
soon as practicable, a sample of breath that, in
the evaluating Officer~s opinion, will enable a
proper analysis to be made by means of an approved instrument.

(3.3) Dans le cas oil aucun ordre n'a etc
donne en vertu de l'alinca (2)b) ou du paragraphe (3), !'agent evaluateur, s'il a des motifs
raisonnables de soupyonner la presence d'alcool dans l'organisme de Ia personne, peut, a
condition de le faire dans les meilleurs dClais,
ordonner a celle-ci de lui foumir dans les
meilleurs dt\lais l'echantillon d'haleine qu'il estime nCcC:ssaire A Ia realisation d'une analyse
convenable A I'aide d 'un alcootest approuvC.
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(3.4) If, on completion of the evaluation, the
evaluating officer has reasonable grounds to
believe, based on the evaluation, that the per~
son's ability to operate a motor vehicle, a ves..
sci, an aircraft or railway equipment is im"
paired by a drug or by a combination of alcohol
and a drug, the evaluating officer may, by demand made as soon as practicable, require the
person to provide, as soon as practicable,
(a) a sample of either oral fluid or urine that,
in the evaluating officer's opinion, will enable a proper analysis to be made to determine whether the person has a drug in their
body; or

(3.4) Une fois !'evaluation de Ia personne
comp1Ct6e, !'agent Cvaluateur qui a~ sur Jc fendement de ceue evaluation, des motifs raisonnables de croire que Ia capacite de ccllt>-ci de
conduire un vChicule a moteur, un bateau, un
acronef ou du materiel ferroviaire est affaiblie
par l'effet d'une drogue ou par l'effet combine
de l'alcool et d'une drogue pout, il condition de
le faire dans les meilleurs dClais, lui ordonner
de se soumettre dans les meilleurs dClais aux
mesures suivantes :

Pn!ICvcmc.nt de
subl>l.anccs
C(H)>Orclle~

a) soil le prelevement de l'echantillon de liquide buccal ou d'urine qui, de !'avis de
)'agent evaluateur, est nCcessairc a une analyse convenable pennettant d_e dctenniner la
prCsence d'une drogue dans son organisme;

(b) samples of blood that, in the opinion of
the qualified medical practitioner or qualified
technician taking the samples, will enable a
proper analysis to be made to dete1mine
whether the person has a drug in their body.

b) soil le prelevement des ecltantillons de
sang qui, de l'avis du technicien ou du mCde~
cin qualifies qui effectuent le preli:vcment,
sont necessaites a une analyse convenable
permettant de determiner Ia presence d'unc
drogue dans son organism e.

Condition

(4) Samples of blood may be taken from a
person under subsection (3) or (3.4) only by or
under the direction of a qualified medical practitioner who is satisfied that taking the samples
would not endanger the person's life or health.

(4) Lcs echantillons de sang ne peuvent etre
preleves d'unc personne en vertu des paragraphes (3) ou (3.4) que par un medecin qualifi(\ ou sous sa direction et ala condition qu'il
soil convaincu que ces prelevements ne
risquent pas de mettre en danger Ia vie ou Ia
sante de cette personne.

Limite

Failure: or

(5) Everyone commits an offence who,
without reasonable excuse, fails or refuses to
comply with a demand made under this section.

(5) Commet une infraction quiconque, sans
excuse raisonnable, omet ou refuse d'obtempc!rer aun ordre donne en vertu du pn\sent article.

Omis.sion ou
J"cfus
d'olrt¢rnp6rcr

(6) A person who is convicted of an offence
under subsection (5) for a failure or refusal to
comply with a demand may not be convicted of
another offence under that subsection in respect
of the same transaction.

(6) La personne declaree coupable d'une infraction prevue au paragraphe (5) a Ia suite du
refus OU de l'omiSSi011 d'obtemp6rer RUll ordre
ne peut etre declaree coupable d'une autre infraction prevue a ce paragraphe concernant Ia
m€:me affaire.

refU$.!.1 to
oomJ'Iy with
demand

Only one
detcnni.tu\t.ion of

guilt

R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 254; R.S., 1985, c. 27 (1st Supp.). s.
36, c. I (4th Supp.), ss. 14, 18(1'), c. 32 (4tlt Supp.). s. 60;
1999, c. 32, s. 2(Preamble); 2008, c. 6, s. 19.

Regula lions

Une E.eu!c

d6claration de
culpabilitC

L.R. (1985), ch. C-46, art. 254; L.R. (1985), ch. 27 (I"" suppl.), art. 36, ch. I (4' suppl.), art. 14 et IB(F), ch. 32 (4•
suppl.). art. 60; 1999, eh. 32,art. 2(preambule); 2008. ch. 6,
art. 19.

254.1 (I) The Govemor in Council may
make regulations

254.1 (l) Le gouverneur en conseil peut,
par reglernent :

(a) respecting the qualifications and training
of evaluating officers;

a) regir les qualites et Ia formation requises
des agents Cvaluateurs;

(b) prescribing the physical coordination
tests to be conducted under paragraph 254(2)
(a); and

b) etablir les epreuves de coordination des
mouvements a effectuer en vertu de l'alinCa
2S4(2)a);
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munication, donner un fac-simil6 du mandat
cette personne.

R.S., 1985, c. C~46, s. 256; R.S., 1985, c. 27 (1st Supp.), s.
36; 1992, c. I, s. 58; 1994, c. 44, s. 13; 2000, c. 25, s. 3;
2008, c. 6, s. 22.

L.R. (1985), ch. C-46, art 256; L.R. (1985), ch. 27 (I" SUI>pl.), art. 36; I992. ch. I, !'lrt. 58; 1994, ch. 44, art. 13; 2000,
ch. 25, art. 3; 2008, ch. 6, art. 22.

257. (!) No qualified medical practitioner
or qualified technician is guilty of an offence
only by reason of his refusal to take a sample of
blood from a person for the purposes of section
254 or 256 and no qualified medical practitioner is guilty of an offence only by reason of his
refusal to cause to be taken by a qualified technician under his direction a sample of blood
from a person for those purposes.

257. (I) Un medecin qualifie ou un technicicn qualifi6 n'est pas coupable d'une infi·action uniquement en raison de son rcfus de prelever un Cchantillon de sang d'unc personne~
pour !'application des articles 254 ou 256 ou,
dans le cas d'un mCdecin qualifiC, uniquement
de son refus de fairc prClever par un technicien
qualifiC un Cchantitlon de sang d'une personne,
pourl'application de ces articles.

N011-<:ulpabili1C

(2) No qualified medical practitioner by
whom or under whose direction a sample of
blood is taken from a person under subsection
254(3) or (3.4) or section 256, and no qualified
technician acting under the direction of a qualified medical t'ractitioner, incurs any criminal or
civil liability for anything necessarily done
with reasonable care and skill when taking the
sample.

(2) II ne peut &Ire intentc aucune procedure
civile ou criminelle contre un mCdecin qualific
qui preleve 0\l fait pn\lcver un echantillon de
sang en vertu des paragraphes 254(3) ou (3.4)
ou de l'article 256, ni contre le technicien qualifiC agissant sous sa direction pour tout geste
necessaire au prelcvement pose avec des soins
et une habilete raisonnables.

lnm1uni1C

R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 257; R.S., 1985, c. 7.7 (lsi Supp.), s.
36; 2008, c. 6, s. 23.
Procee-dings
under section
255

a

the person from whom the blood samples arc
taken.

L.R. (1985), ch. C-46, art 257; L.R. (1985), ch. 27 (I" suppl.), art. 36; 2008, ch. 6, art. 23.

258. (I) In any proceedings under subsection 255( l) in respect of an offence committed
under section 253 or subsection 254(5) or in
any proceedings under any of subsections
255(2) to (3.2),

258. (I) Dans des poursuites engagees en
vertu du paragraphe 255(1) a l'egard d'une infraction prevue a !'article 253 ou au paragraphe
254(5) ou dans des poursuites engagees en ver·
tude l'un des paragraphes 255(2) a (3.2);

(a) where it is proved that the accused occupied the seat or position ordinarily occupied
by a person who operates a motor vehicle,
vessel or aircraft or any railway equipment
or who assists in the operation of an aircraft
or of railway equipment, the accused shall be
deemed to have had the care or control of the
vehicle, vessel, aircraft or railway equipment, as the case may be, unless the accused
establishes that the accused did not occupy
that seat or position for the purpose of setting
the vehicle, vessel, aircraft or railway equipM
m.ent in motion or assisting in the operation
of the aircraft or railway equipment, as the
case may be;

a) lorsqu'il est prouve que !'accuse oecupait
Ia place ou Ia position ordinairement occupee
par Ia personne qui conduit Ie vehicule a moteur, le bateau, l'aeronef ou le materiel ferroviaire, ou qui aide a conduire Ull aCronef ou
du materiel ferroviaire, il est repute en avoir
eu Ia garde ou Ie controle a moins qu'il
n'ctablisse qu'il n'oecupait pas cette place
ou position dans le but de mettre en marche
ce vChicule, ce bateau, cet aeronef ou ce maM
tCriel ferroviaire, ou dans le but d'aider 8
conduirc l'aCronef ou le matCriel ferroViairc,
seton le cas;
b) le resultat d'une analyse d'un echantillon
de l'haleine, du sang, de Purine ou d 'une
autre substance corporelle de l~accus6 ~·
autre qu'un Cchantillon prCievC en vertu des
paragraphes 254(3), (3.3) ou (3.4) - pent
Ctre admis en preuve m€me si, avant de don ..
ner l'CchantHlon, 1'accuse u'a pas ete aver1i
qu'il n'etait pas tenu de le donner ou que le

(b) the result of an analysis of a sample of
the accused's breath, blood, urine or other
bodily substance - other than a sample taken under subsection 254(3), (3.3) or (3.4)may be admitted in evidence even if the ac~
cused was not wamed before they gave the
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rCsultat de !'analyse de l'Cchantillon pourrait
servir en preuve;

sample that they need not give the sample or
that the result of the analysis of the sample
might be used in evidence;

c) lorsquc des echantillons de l'halcinc de
l'accusC ont 6t6 pn5lcvCs confonnCrnent a un
ordre donne en ver!u du paragraphe 254(3),
Ia preuve des resultats des analyses fait foi
de fa9on concluantc, en !'absence de toute
preuve tendant a demontrer a Ia fois que les
resultats des analyses montrant une alcoolemie supCrieure a quatre~vingts milligrnmmes
d 'a Icool par cent millilitres de sang dOcoulent du mauvais fonctionncment ou de
l'utilisation incorrecte de l'alcootest approuvC et que l'alcoolCmie de l'aCcusC au moment oii J'infraction aurait CtC commise ne
dt.passait pas quatre-vingts milligrammes
d'alcool par cent millilitres de sang, de l'alcoolCmie de l'accusC tant au moment des
analyses qu'a cclui ou !'infraction aurait ete
commise. ce taux con·cspondant aux resultats
de ces analyses, lorsqu'ils sont identiques, ou
au plus faible d 'entre eux s 'ils sont diff6rents, si les conditions suivantes sent
reunies:

(c) where samples of the breath of the ac-

cused have been taken pursuant to a demand
made under subsection 254(3), if

(i) {Repealed· before coming into force,
2008, C, 20, S, 3]
(ii) each sample was taken as soon as

practicable after the time when the offence
was alleged to have been committed "and,
in the case of the first sample, not later
than two hours after that time, with an interval of at least fifteen minutes between
the limes when the samples were taken,
(iii) each sample was received from the
accused directly into an approved container or into an approved instrument operated
by a qualified technician, and
(iv) an analysis of each sample was made
by means of an approved instrument oper·
ated by a qualified technician,
evidence of the results of the analyses so
made is conclusive proof that the concentration of alcohol in the accused's blood both at
the time when the analyses were made and at
the time when the offence was alleged to
have been committed was, if the results of
the analyses are the same, the concentration
determined by the analyses and, if the results
of the analyses are different, the lowest of
the concentrations determined by the analyses, in the absence of evidence tending to
show all of the following three things -that
the approved instrument was malfunctioning
or was operated improperly, that the malfunction or improper operation resulted in
the determination that the concentration of
alcohol in the accused's blood exceeded 80
mg of alcohol in 100 mL of blood, and that
the concentration of alcohol in the accused's
blood would not in fact have exceeded 80
mg of alcohol in 100 mL of blood at the time
when the offence was alleged to have been
committed;

(i) [Abroge avant d'entrer en vigueur,
2008,ch,20,art.3]
(ii) chaque echantillon a etc prelevc des

qu'il a ete materiellement possible de le
faire apres le moment ou !'infraction aurail etc commise et, dans le cas du premier
echantillon, pas plus de deux heures apres
ce moment, les autres l'ayant cte /i des intervalles d'au moins quinze minutes,
(iii) chaque echantillon a etc rCI'u de !'accuse directement dans un contenant ap ..
prouve ou dans un alcootest approuve, manipule par un technicien qualifie,

(iv) une analyse de chaqne echantillon a
ete faite It !'aide d'un alcootest approuve,
manipule par un technicien qualifie;
d) lorsqn 'un echantillon de sang de I'accuse
a ete preleve en vertu du paragraphe 254(3)

ou de !'article 256 ou preleve avec le consentement de !'accuse, Ia preuve du rcsultat de
!'analyse ainsi faite fait foi de favon
concluante, en 1'absence de toutc preuve tendan! a demontrer a Ia fois que le resultat de
!'analyse montrant une alcooiCmie supCrieure a quatre-vingts milligrammes d'alcool
par cent millilitres de sang decoule du fait

(d) if a sample of the accused's blood has
been taken under subsection 254(3) or section 256 or with the accused's consent and if
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(i) at the time the sample was taken, the
person taking the sample took an additional sample of the blood of the accused and
one of the samples was retained to penn it
an analysis of it to be made by or on behalf of the accused and, in the case where

que !'analyse n'a pas CtC faite correctement
et que l'alcooiCmie de !'accuse au moment

oU l'infraction aurait CtC commise nc

dCpas~

sait pas quatre-vingts milligrammes d'alcool

par eent mi!lilitres de sang, de l'alcoolemie
de 1'accusC tant au moment du prCIC.vement

de l'echanti!lon qu'a celui ou !'infraction aurait CtC commise, ce taux CO!Tcspondant au
rCsultat de PanaJyse, ou, si plus d'un Cchantillon a ete analyse, aux r6sultats des ana-

the accused makes a request within six
months from the taking of the samples,
one of the samples was ordered to be re-

leased under subsection (4),

lyses, lorsqu'ils sont identiques, ou au plus
faible d'entre eux s'ils sont diffCrents, si les
conditions suivantCs sonl rCunics :

(ii) both samples referred to in subparagraph (i) were taken as soon as practicable
and in any event not later than two hours

after the time when the offence was alleged to have been committed,

(i) au moment ou l'echantillon a etc pre!evC, Ja personne qui le prtlevait a pris un
cchantillon suppl6mentaire du sang de
!'accuse et Un echantillon a etc gard<\ pour
en pennettre !'analyse a Ia demande de
l'accusC etj si celui--ci fait Ia demande visee au paragraphc (4) dans les six mois du
prCICvement, une ordonnance de remise de
l'echantillon a ete rendue en conformite
avec ce paragmphe,

(iii) both samples referred 'o in subparagraph (i) were taken by a qualified medi·
cal practitioner or a qualified technician
under the direction of a qualified medical
practitioner,

(iv) both samples referred to in subparagmph (i) were received from the accused
directly into, or placed directly into, ap·
proved containers that were subsequently
sealed, and

(ii) !es echantillons mentionnes au sousalinea (i) ont ete prelev6s dans !cs
meilleurs delais apres Ia commission de
!'infraction alleguee ct dans tous !es cas au
plus tard deux heures apres,

(v) an analysis was made by an analyst of
at least one of the samples,
evidence of the result of the analysis is conclusive proof that the concentration of alcohol in the accused's blood both at the time
when the samples were taken and at the time
when the offence was alleged to have been
committed was the concentration detennined
by the analysis or, if more than one sample
was analyzed and the results of the analyses
are the same, the concentmtion determined
by the analyses and, if the results of the analyses are different, the lowest of the concentrations determined by the analyses, in the
absence of evidence tending to show all of
the following three things - that the analy·
sis was perfonned improperly, that the im.proper performance resulted in the determination that the concentration of alcohol in the
accused's blood exceeded 80 ·mg of alcohol
in 100 mL of blood, and that the concentra-

(iii) lcs echantillons mentionnes au sousalinca (i) ont ete preleves par un medecin
qualific ou un technicien qualific sous Ia
direction d'un medecin qualifie,
(i~) les ecbantillons mcntionncS au SOUS•
alinea ( i) ont etc re\)us de I' accuse directement, ou ont etC places directement, dans
des con tenants approuves ct scelles,

(v) !'analyse d'au moins un des echantillons a ete faite pat Un ana!yste;
d.Ol) il est entendu que ne constituent pas

une preuve tendant a demontrer le mauvais
fonctionnement ou ['utilisation incorrecte de
l'alcootest approuve ou le fait que les analyses ont etc effectuees incorrectemcnt les
clements de preuve portant :

(i) soil sur Ia quantile d'alcool consomme
par l'accuse,

tion of alcohol in the accused's blood would

not in fact have exceeded 80 mg of alcohol
in I 00 mL of blood at the time when the offence was alleged to have been committed;

(ii) soil sur le taux d'absorption ou d'elimination de l'alcool par son organisme,
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(d.OJ) for greater certainty, evidence tending

(iii) soit sur le calcul, fonde sur ces chi-

to show that an approved instrument was
malfunctioning or was operated improperly,
or that an analysis of a sample of the ac~
cuscd's blood was performed improperly,
does not include evidence of

ments de preuve, de ce qu'aurait CtC son
alcoolCmie au moment oU !'infraction aurail

ete com mise;

d.l} si les analyses visees aux alineas c) ou
d) montrenl une alcool6mie sup6rieurc a
quatre-vingts milligrammes d'alcool par cent

(i) the amount of alcohol that the accused
consumed,

millilitres de sang, le resultat des analyses
fait foi d'une teiJe alcoolC.mie au moment oU
l'lnfraction aurait CtC commise, en I' absence
de preuve tendant a dcmontrer que Ia

(ii) the rate at which the alcohol that the
accused consumed would have been ab~
sorbed and eliminated by the accused's
body, or

consommation d'alcool par l'accusC Ctait
compatible avec, aIa fois :

(iii) a calculation based on that evidence
of what the concentration of alcohol in tl1e
accused's blood would have been at the
time when the offence was alleged to have
been committed;

(i) une alcooiCmie ne dCpassant

pas
quatre·vingts milligrammes d'alcool par
cent millilitres de sang au moment oil I' in~
fraction aurait Ct6 commise,

(ii) l'alcoolemie etablie par les analyses
visees aux alincas c) ou d), selon le cas, au
moment du prelevement des echamillons;

(d.J) if samples of the accused's breath or a

sample of the accused's blood have been taken as described in paragraph (c) or (d) under
the conditions described in that paragraph
and the results of the analyses show a concentration of alcohol in blood exceeding 80
mg of alcohol in l 00 mL of blood, evidence
of the results of the analyses is proof that the
concentration of alcohol in the accused's
blood at the time when the offence was alleged to have been committed exceeded 80
mg of alcohol in 100 mL ofbloed, in the absence of evidence tending to show that the
accused's consumption of alcohol was consistent with both

e) le certiiicat d'un analyste declarant qu'il a

effectue !'analyse d'un echantillon de sang,
d'urine, d'halcine ou d'une autre substance
corporelle de !'accuse et indiquant le resultat
de son analyse fait preuve des faits allt\gues
dans le certiflcat sans qu 'il soit necessaire de
prouver l 'authenticite de Ia signature ou Ia
qualite offlcielle du signataire;
f) le certiflcat d'un analyste declarant qu'il a
effectue une analyse d'un echantillon d'un
alcool type identifie dans le certiflcat et
conyu pour ctre utilise avec un alcootest approuve, e( qu'il s'est revelo que l'echantillon
analyse par lui convenait bien pour !'utilisation avec un alcootest approuve, fait foi de ce
que l'alcool type ainsi identifie est convenable pour utilisation avec un alcootest ap·
prouvc.\ sans qu'il soit nOOessaire de prouver
Ia signature ou Ia qualit6-'offlcielle du signataire;

(i) a concentration of alcohol in the accused's blood that did not exceed 80 mg
of alcohol in l 00 mL of blood at the time
when the offence was alleged to have been
committed, and
(ii) the ·concentration of alcohol in the accused's blood as determined under paragraph (c) or (d), as the case may be, at the
time when the sample or samples were
taken;

fl) le document imprime par l'alcootest ap-

prouve ol1 figurent les operations effectuees
par celui-ci et qui en d6montre le bon fonc·
tionnement lors de I' analyse des Cchantillons
de l'haleine de !'accuse, signe et certific
comme tel par le technicien qualifi6, fait
preuve des faits qui y sont all6gues sans qu'il
soit necessaire de prouver l'authentieit6 de Ia
signature ou Ia qualitC officieiJe du signaN

(e) a certificate of an analyst stating that the
analyst has made an analysis of a sample of
the blood, urine, breath or other bodily substance of the accused and stating the result of
that analysis is evidence of the facts alleged
in tllC certificate without proof of the signa·
ture or the official character of the person ap~
pearing to have signed the ce11iflcate;

taire;
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(f) a certificate of an analyst stating that the

g) lorsquc des echautillons de I 'haleine de
!'accuse out ete prelcves confO!mement a

analyst has made an analysis of a sample of
an alcohol standard that is identified in the

une demande faite en vertu du paragraphc

254(3), lc ccrtilicat d'un technicien qualifie
fait preuve des faits allegucs dans le certificat sans qu'il soit nCcessaire de prouver Ia signature ou Ia qualitc oillciclle du signataire,
si le certificat du technicien qualifie

certificate and intended for use with an ap-

proved instrument and that the sample of the
standard analyzed by the analyst was found
to be suitable for usc with an approved instrument, is evidence that the alcohol stan-

dard so identified is suitable for usc with an
approved instrument without proof of the

contient:
(i) Ia mention que !'analyse de chacun des

signature or the official character of the perM

c!chautillons a c!te faite a I' aide d'un alcootest approuvc!, manipulc par lui ct doni il
s'est assure du bon fonctionnement au
moyen d'un alcool type identifie dans le
ccrtificat, comrne se prCtant bien a )'utili~
sation avec cet alcootest approuve,

son appearing to have signed the certificate;
(f /) the document printed out from an ap·

proved instrument and signed by a qualified
technician who certifies

it to be the printout

produced by the approved instrument when it
made the analysis of a sample of the accused's breath is evidence of the facts alleged in the document without proof of the
signature or official character of the person
appearing to have signed it;

(ii) Ia mention des resultats des analyses
ainsi faites,
(iii) Ia mention, daris le cas oil il a luimeme preleve les c!chantillons :
(A) [Abroge avant d'entrer en vigueur,
2008, ch. 20, art. 3]

(g) where samples of the breath of the ac-

cused have been taken pursuant to a demand
made under subsection 254(3), a certificate
of a qualified technician stating

(B) du temps et du lieu oil chaque
echantillon et un specimen quelconque
mcntionne dans Ia division (A) ont ete
prelevt\s,

(i) that the analysis of each of the samples
has been made by means of an approved
instrument operated by the technician and
ascertained by the technician to be in
proper working order by means of an alco·
hoi standard, identified in the certificate,
that is suitable for use with an approved

(C) que chaque echantillon a ete re9u
directement de !'accuse dans un contenant approuve ou dans un alcootest approuve, manipule par lui;
h) lorsque les echantillons du sang de !'accuse ont ett\ preleves en vertu des paragraphes 254(3) ou (3.4) ou de !'article 256
ou prCleves avec le consentement de l'accuse, un certificat d'un medecin ou d'un technicien qualifies fait I>reuve des faits allegues
dans le certificat sans qu'il soit nccessaire de
prouver I' authenticitt\ de Ia signature ou Ia
qualite oflicielle du signataire dans l'un ou
I' autre des cas suivants:

instrument,
(ii) the results of the analyses so made,
and
(iii) if the samples were taken by the technician,

(A) [Repealed before
force, 2008, c. 20, s. 3]

coming

Into

(B) the time when and place where
each sample and any specimen de·
scribed in clause (A) was taken, and

(i) le

certificat

du

mt\dccin

qualilie

contient:

(C) that each sample was received from
the accused directly into an approved

(A) Ia mention qu'il a lui-m6me preleve les echantillons et que, avant de lcs
prClever, il 6tait d'avis que ces demiers
ne mettraient pas en danger la vie ou Ia

container or into an approved instru~
ment operated by the technician,

sante de l'accuse et, dans le cas dtun

is evidence ofthe facts alleged in the certificate without proof of the signature or the of-

ordre donne en vertu de !'article 256,
que !'accuse etait incapable de donner
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un consentcment au prCtevement de son

ficial character of the person appearing to
have signed the certificate;

sang a cause de l'ctat physique ou psychologique dans lcquel il se trouvait en

(h) if a sample of the accused's blood has
been taken under subsection 254(3) or (3.4)
or section 256 or with the accused's consent,

raison de l'absoq>tion d'alcoot ou de

drogue, de l'accident ou de tout CvCnement dCcoulant de I' accident ou liC acelui-ci,

(i) a certificate of a qualified medical
practitioner stating that

(B) Ia mention qu'au moment du prelevement de I'Cchantillon, un autre Cchantillon du sang de !'accuse a etc pn\leve
pour en permettre une analyse a Ia demande de celui-ci,

(A) they took the sample and before the
sample was taken they were of the opinion that taking it would not endanger
the accused's life or health and, in the
case of a demand made under section
256, that by reason of any physical or
mental condition of the accused that resulted from the consumption of alcohol
or a drug, the accident or any other occurreltce related to or· resulting from the
accident, the accused was unable to
consent to the taking of the sample,

(C) Ia mention du temps et du lieu oil

les Cchantillons mentionnCs
(B) ont ete prelevcs,

aIa division

(D) Ia mention que les echantillons
mcntionncs a Ia division (B) ont ete revus directement de !'accuse ou on! ete
places directement dans des contenants
approuves, scelles et identifies dans le
certificat,

(B) at the time the sample was taken,
an additional sample of the blood of the
accused was taken to permit analysis of
one of the samples to be made by or on
behalf of the accused,

(ii) le certificat du medecin qualifie
enonce qu'il a fait prelever les echantillons par un technicien qualifie sous sa
direction et qu'il etait de !'avis mentionne
aIa division (i)(A),

(C) the time when and place where
both samples referred to in clause (B)
were taken, and

(iii) le certificat du technicien qualifie

Cnonce les faits mentionn6s aux divisions

(D) both samples referred to in clause
(B) were received from the accused directly into, or placed directly into, approved containers that were subsequently sealed and that are identified in the

(i)(B) a (D) et qu'il a preleve les echantillons;
i) le certificat de l'analyste declarant qu'il a
effectue une analyse d'un echantillon du
sang de !'accuse present dans un contenant
approuve, scelle et identifie dans le certificat,
indiquant le moment, le lieu de !'analyse et
le resultat de celle-ci fait foi des faits enonces dans le certificat sans qu'il soit necessaire de prouver l'authenticite de Ia signature
ou Ia qualM officielle du signataire.

certificatet
(ii) a certificate of a qualified medical
practitioner stating that the medical practitioner caused the sample to be taken by a
qualified technician under his direction
and that before the sample was taken the
qualified medical practitioner was of the
opinion referred to in clause (i)(A), or

(iii) a certificate of a qualified technician
stating that the technician took the sample
and the facts referred to in clauses (i)(B)
to(D)

is evidence of the facts alleged in the certifiwithout proof of the signature or official
character of the person appearing to have
signed the certificate; and
cate
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(I) a certificate of an analyst stating that the

analyst has made an analysis of a sample of
the blood of the accused that was contained
in a sealed approved container jdentified in
the certificate, the date on which and place
where the sample was analyzed and the result of that analysis is evidence of the facts
alleged in the certificate without proof of the
signature or official character of the person
appearing to have signed it.
Evidence of
failure lo give
sample

Evidence of

failurelo
oomplywith

demand

Release of
sample for
analysis

Testing ofblood
for concenln'l~

tion of a drug

(2) Unless a person is required to give a
sample of a bodily substance under paragraph
254(2)(b) or subsection 254(3), (3.3) or (3.4),
evidence that they failed or refused to give a
sample for analysis for the purposes of this sec~
tion or that a sample was not taken is not ad~
missible and the failure, refusal or fact that a
sample was not taken shall not be the subject of
comment by any person in the proceedings.

(2) Sauf si une personne est tenue de fournir

Preuve de

I' Olllission de
foumirun
ichantillon

un Cchantillon d'une substance corporelle aux
tennes de l'alinea 254(2)b) ou des paragraphes
254(3), (3.3) ou (3.4), Ia preuve qu'elle a omis

au refuse de foumir pour analyse un echantillon
pour I'application du present article, ou que
l'echantillon n'a pas ete preleve, n'est pas admissible; de plus, !'omission ou le refus ou le
fait qu'un echantillon n'a pas cte prelevc ne
saurait faire l'objet de commentaires par qui
que ce soit au cours des procedures.

(3) In any proceedings under subsection
255(1) in respect of an offence committed un·
der paragraph 253(1)(a) or in any proceedings
under subsection 255(2) or (3 ), evidence that
the accused, without reasonable excuse, failed
or refused to comply with a demand made un·
der section 254 is admissible and the court may
draw an inference adverse to the accused from
that evidence.

(3) Dans toute poursuite engagee en vertu
du paragraphe 255{1) ill'egard d'une infraction
prevue a l'alinea 253(l)a) ou en vertu des paragraphes 255(2) ou (3),la preuve que !'accuse a,
sans excuse raisonnable, omis ou refuse d'ob~
temperer a un ordre qui lui a etC donne en vertu
de !'article 254 est admissible et le tribunal
peut en tirer une conclusion defavorable a !'accuse.

(4) If, at the time a sample of an accused's
blood is taken, an additional sample is taken
and retained, a judge of a superior court of
criminal jurisdiction or a court of criminal ju·
risdiction shall, on the summary application of
the accused made within six months after the
day on which the samples were taken, order the
release of one of the samples for the purpose of
examination or analysis, subject to any terms
that appear to be necessary or desirable to ensure that the sample is safeguarded and preserved for use in any proceedings in respect of
which it was taken.

(4) Si, au moment du prelcvement de
!'echantillon du sang de !'accuse, un echan·
tillon supplementaire de celui-ci a etc pris et
garde, un juge d'une cour superieure de juridic-tion criminelle ou d'une cour de juridiction cri~
minelle peut, sur demande sommaire de l'accuse presentee dans les six mois du prelevement,
ordonner qu'un specimen de son sang lui soit
remis pour examen ou analyse. L'ordonnance
peut etre assortie des conditions estimees ncccssaires ou souhaitables pour assurer Ia
conservation du specimen et sa disponibilite
tors des proc&lures en vue desquelles il a cte
preleve.

(5) A sample of an accused's blood taken
under subsection 254(3) or section 256 or with
the accused's consent for the purpose of analy·
sis to detcnnine the concentration, if any, of al~
cobol in the blood may be tested to determine
the concentration, if any, of a drug in the blood.

(5) Un echantillon de sang d'un accuse preleve pour dt\tem1iner son alcoolemie en vertu
du paragraphe 254(3) 011 de !'article 256 ou
avec le consentement de !'accuse peut etre analyse afin de determiner Ia quantile de drogue
dans soil sang.
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Evaluation of Impaired Operation (Drugs and
Alcohol) Regulations

Reglement sur !'evaluation des facultes de
conduite (drogues et alcool)

Qualification Required of
Evaluating Officer

Oualite requise de I' agent
evaluateur

1 An evaluating officer must be a certified drug recognition expert accredited by the International Association of
Chiefs of Police.

1 I./agent Cvaluateur doit Ctre un expert en reconnaissance de drogues certifiC qui est agree par l'Association
internationale des chefs de police.

Physical Coordination Tests

Epreuves de coordination des
mouvements
2 Les Cpreuves de coordination des mouvements a effec-

2 The physical coordination tests to be conducted under
paragraph 254(2)(a) of the Criminal Code are the following standard field sob1iety tests:
(a}

the horizontal gaze nystagmus test;

(b) the walk-and-turn test; and

tuer en ve1tu de l'alinea 254(2)a) du Code criminel sont
les tests de sobrietC normalisCs suivants :
a} Je test du nystagmus du regard horizontal;

b) le test connu sous le nom de
tom·ner »;

«

marcher et se re-

(c) the one-leg stand test.

c) le test connu sous le nom de
pied».

«

se tenir sur un

Evaluation Tests and
Procedures

Examens et procedure

3 The tests to be conducted and the procedures to be fol-

3 Les exam ens a effectuer et Ia procedure asuivre lors de
!'evaluation prevue au paragraphe 254(3.1) du Code criminel sont les suivants :

lowed dming an evaluation under subsection 254(3.1) of
the Criminal Code are
(a) a preliminary examination, which consists of measming the pulse and determining that the pupils are
the same size and that the eyes track an object equally;

a) l'examen prCliminaire consistant a prendre le pauls
et a VOiifier Si les pupiJles SOnt d'egaJe tailJe et si Jes
deux yeux peuvent suivre Cgalement le dCplacement
d'un objet;

(b) eye examinations, which consist of

b) les exam ens des yeux suivants :
(i)

the horizontal gaze nystagmus test,
(i} le test du nystagmus du regard horizontal,

(ii)

the vettical gaze nystagmus test, and
le test du nystagmus du regard vertical,

(ii}

(iii} the Jack-of-convergence test;
(iii)

l'examen de la capacitC des yeux aconverger;

{c) divided-attention tests, which consist of

c) les examens d'attention divisCe suivants:
(i} the Romberg balance test,
(i)

(ii} the walk-and-turn test referred to in paragraph

l'Cpreuvc de Romberg liCe

al'Cquilibre,

2(b),
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Evaluation Tests and Proccdt!rcs
Sections 3-4

Examens et procedure
Articles 3-4

the one-leg stand test referred to in paragraph
2(c), and

(ii) le test vise

(iv) the finger-to-nose test, which includes the test
subject tilting the head back and touching the tip of
their index finger to the tip of their nose in a specified manner while keeping their eyes dosed;

(iii) le test vise

(iii)

a l'alinea 2b) (marcher et se retour-

ncr),

a l'alinea 2c) (se tenir sur un pied),

l'Cpreuve doigt-nez, laquelle consiste notamment a incliner la tete vers l'aniere et a porter le
bout de l'index sur le bout du nez d'une maniere
donnCe, tout en gardant les yeux fermCs;
(iv)

(d) an examination, which consists of measuring the
blood pressure, temperature and pulse;

l'examen consistant a prendre la tension mtClielle,
la temperature et le pauls;

d)

(e) an examination of pupil sizes under light levels of
ambient light, near total darkness and direct light and
an examination of the nasal and oral cavities;
muscle tone and pulse; and

e) l'examen de Ia dilatation des pupilles a Ia lumiere
ambiante, dans l'obscuritC presque totale et a Ia lumiere directe et l'examen des cavitCs buccale et nasales;

(g) a visual examination of the arms, neck and, if exposed, the legs for evidence of injection sites.

aprendre le pauls;

(f} an examination, which consists of checking the

f) l'examen consistant

avCJifier le tonus musculaire et

g) l'examen visuel des bras, du cou et si, elles sont decouvettes, des jambes afin d'identifier des sites d'injection.

Coming into Force

Entree en vigueur

4 These Regulations come into force on July 2, 2008.

4 Le present reglement entre en vigueur le 2 juillet 2008.
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